January 8, 2019
Eco-Web Ecological Consulting Ltd. offers a full spectrum of environmental services to the energy sectors
(oil and gas, hydroelectric, wind), transportation sector and government in northeastern British Columbia
and Alberta. Eco-Web specializes in pre-development environmental assessments, fish and wildlife
research, wildlife mitigation planning, environmental construction monitoring, reclamation and natural
restoration and wildlife management during emergency spill responses.
Eco-Web is looking to add to our team with experienced, hardworking, self-motivated people with a drive
to succeed and further their careers on dynamic and exciting projects. As a small company we can
guarantee that your professional development and career growth will be maximized on our team.
Eco-Web is currently looking to fill these full time positions in our Fort St John office;
Intermediate Biologist / Avian Biologist / Project Manager – we are seeking experienced
biologists to be part of a multidisciplinary team looking after ecological, avian, fish and wildlifebased projects. Experience will be needed in: wildlife mitigation planning, wildlife assessments,
fish/stream inventory and classification, breeding bird surveys and nest mitigation / monitoring,
fish and wildlife research, environmental monitoring. A strong background in project management
would be valuable. Other duties include daily and interim reporting, mitigation planning and
fieldwork, GIS/mapping, and the ability to work long hours in the field under difficult conditions.
The candidate should have a minimum of 5-10 years’ experience and a BSc or MSc in biology or
related sciences or alternatively a relevant post-secondary diploma plus related work experience in
resource management and ecology will be considered. Registered Professional Biologist standing is
necessary for these positions.
Positions are based out of Fort St. John, BC and applicants are expected to be based locally for this work.
Employee versus subcontractor designation will be at Eco-Web’s discretion and subject to negotiation.
Compensation is dependent on experience. Please send resumes to jobs@eco-web.ca or to our office at
8211 93rd Street, Fort St. John, BC V1J 6X1. Resumes will be received until May 1, 2019, although some
positions will start earlier.
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